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Abstract
We propose a two-stage detector that can not only de-
tect and localize hands, but also provide fine-detailed infor-
mation in the bounding box of hand in an efficient fashion.
In the first stage, hand bounding box proposals are gener-
ated from a pixel-level hand probability map. Next, each
hand proposal is evaluated by a Multi-task Convolutional
Neural Network to filter out false positives and obtain fine
shape and landmark information. Through experiments, we
demonstrate that our method is efficient and robust to detect
hands with their shape and landmark information, and our
system can also be flexibly combined with other detection
methods to handle a new scene. Further experiment shows
that our Multi-task CNN can also be extended to hand ges-
ture classification with a large performance increase.
1. Introduction
The advent of wearable cameras, such as GoPro cam-
era, Google Glass, Microsoft SenseCam, presents us with a
novel point-of-view of the world to understand users’ activ-
ities in various applications [5, 26, 22]. Hands become the
major objects in the resulting ego-centric videos. Detect-
ing hands in these videos provides useful information for
gesture analysis [1], hand-object manipulation [10], hand-
eye coordination [3], etc. In contrast to third-person-view
videos, where hands are usually detected upon estimating
human full-body pose, hand detection in ego-centric videos
has its own characteristics. Firstly, there are strong priors
for hand sizes and viewpoints, so it is not necessary to per-
form an exhaustive search across all scales and positions
to detect hands. Secondly, as hand gesture and interaction
are usually defined by hand poses, these poses can be used
explicitly to facilitate detection. However, generic object
detection methods [25, 31, 24] cannot capture these proper-
ties both in practice and their formulation, because they do
not explicitly handle the great appearance variance due to
the hand articulation and viewpoint change.
To overcome the limitation of generic object detec-
tion approaches, we propose a two-stage detector that can
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Figure 1: Introduction to our method. (a) Input image. (b)
Detection results with ground truth bounding box (Red) and
our prediction (Yellow). (c) Auxiliary output together with
each bounding box: hand shape mask (left column) and
heat-map of wrist and palm location (right column).
not only detect and localize hands, but also provide fine-
detailed information in the bounding box of hand. In the
first stage, hand bounding box proposals are generated from
a pixel-level hand probability map, which combines the
hand size and position prior in ego-centric scenario. Next,
each hand proposal is evaluated by a multi-task Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) to filter out false positives.
The multi-task CNN models hand shape and landmarks in-
formation explicitly as its output, so it can be interpreted as
a pose-aware model special for hand recognition. As shown
in Fig. 1, a hand is detected with its location together with
other information. We make the following contributions:
• We advance the pixel-level hand detection to a generic
bounding-box based hand detection to facilitate subse-
quent hand pose analysis within the box.
• We augment the output bounding box by the results
produced by multi-task learning which are more intu-
itive and informative.
• Our learned model can be flexibly and robustly com-
bined with other detection methods for handling a new
scene.
2. Related work
In the early 2000s, there were a number of research
works using region-based methods to detect hands [8, 14,
20, 31]. Following the success of human face detec-
tion [24], bounding boxes were usually detected and used
as a representation of human hands. Features could be ex-
tracted from batches of training samples to train a Viola-
Jones like boosted detector [8, 14] or an HOG-SVM detec-
tor [31]. Edge information was also used to form an ensem-
ble representation to match the synthesized 2D projection
from a 3D hand model [20]. However, these methods are
often limited to certain applications.
In order to reduce the time used for hand detection, there
comes another line of work trying to detect hands in pixel
level. Early work [7, 15, 19, 9] used skin color as the cue
to detect hands. In depth image sequence, hand region
can be extracted using simple decision forests with pixel-
wise depth comparisons [21]. When it comes to ego-centric
videos, all kinds of color features were investigated under
a random forest framework [29, 12] and the results showed
that hand pixels can be classified by simply considering a
small patch region. Serra et al. [18] further improved the
precision of the prediction by using hand segmentation and
removing small segments. Li and Kitani [11] formulated
the problem of customized model prediction for specific
user and scene as a recommendation problem. However,
as the environment changes, it is still challenging to obtain
an accurate hand mask for a new scenario [29]. It requires
higher-level information to improve pixel-level approaches
to narrow down the gap between pixel-level and hand-level
prediction.
When it comes to two-stage detection-recognition
framework, it first becomes popular in the realm of large-
scale object detection recently. Among these successful
models, e.g., for R-CNN [4] and OCR [6], detection can
be done in a two-step hypothesis-validation fashion. By
proposing bounding boxes heuristically this approach does
not only save time compared with brute-force sliding win-
dow approaches, but also enables a data-driven discrimi-
native classification model that can bring higher-level in-
formation. Furthermore, the current progress in structured
learning for face analysis indicates that the detection prob-
lem is highly related to other tasks such as pose estimation
and landmark localization. Zhang et al. [28] augmented the
facial landmark localization with other face attributes and
improved the accuracy with a joint CNN model. Zhang and
Zhang [27] extended face detection with facial landmark lo-
calization to improve the detection performance.
Our end-to-end hand detection system combines the effi-
cient pixel-level approach with a highly discriminative hand
model. It is well tailored for hand analysis in ego-centric
videos.
3. System Overview
Our system consists of two stages: hypothesis genera-
tion and bounding-box recognition. The overall pipeline is
illustrated in Fig. 2. During the first stage, a pixel-level hand
pixel probability map is generated from an input image us-
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Figure 2: The pipeline of our system. Structured Random
Forests (SRF) is first used to obtain a pixel-level hand prob-
ability map. Next, a set of bounding boxes is generated
and fed to a multi-task Convolutional Neural Network. The
network output scores will be used for Non-Maximal Sup-
pression (NMS) and sorted as final system output.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the distribution of local maxima.
(a) Image example and its copy overlaid with its pixel-
level hand probability for three representative hand datasets.
Top Row: GTEA-EDSH dataset [3, 12]. Middle: VIVA
dataset [13]. Bottom: BMVC dataset [31]. (b) Average im-
age of these datasets. (c) Spatial distribution of local max-
ima in hand image. The image center stands for hand central
position.
ing structured random forests (SRF) [29], and box proposals
are then generated based on this map. In the second stage,
the cropped image patches are used as input for a Multi-task
CNN, which will produce the detection scores together with
shape masks and locations of wrist and palm. Finally, these
proposals are ranked after a box-based Non-Maximum Sup-
pression (NMS) to obtain the final detection result.
3.1. Bounding Box Proposal Generation
Given an image I, our goal in the first step is to propose
a set of boxes {bi|bi = (xi, yi, wi, hi)} 1 that cover the
hands in a proper size. Ideally these boxes should tightly
enclose the hands. In practice, we aim at proposing boxes
with a high precision and recall of hand pixels. Previous
pixel-level hand detection approaches [29, 12] enable us
to obtain a probability map of hand pixels efficiently un-
der a random forest framework. Based on these methods,
we performed a set of experiments and plotted the distri-
1Without loss of generality, we refer to xi as horizontal coordinate of
the center of bounding box i, yi as vertical coordinate, hi as the height of
the box and wi as the width.
bution of the local maxima of the probability map in the
hand images in three datasets, namely the GTEA-EDSH
dataset [3, 12] as an example of hands in ego-centric sce-
nario, the VIVA dataset [13] as an example in assistive driv-
ing scenario, and the BMVC dataset [31] as an example in
unconstrained still images. The model for pixel-level hand
detection was trained solely on GTEA-EDSH dataset and
tested on the above three datasets. The results are shown
in Fig 3. We observed that the local maxima of the hand
probability map were always located around the hand cen-
ters. Even when we applied the model to a new scene, i.e.,
VIVA and BMVC dataset, the local maxima of the hand
probability map were still located around hand centers. This
suggests that the hand center is likely located around the lo-
cal maxima of the hand probability map. Consequently, we
propose to randomly generate the center of a bounding box
bi around these local maxima. Meanwhile, the height and
width of the box can also be sampled from a distribution
conditional on the box center based on our statistics from
the training data. We model this conditional probability as,
P (w, h|x, y) = P (w|x, y) · P (h|x, y) (1)
= G(w;µw, σw) · G(h;µh, σh), (2)
where µw = µw(x, y), σw = σw(x, y), µh = µh(x, y),
σh = σh(x, y) are parameters for the Gaussian function
G( · ;µ, σ) and are estimated from the training data. It can
be seen as a size prior at the center (x, y) that is specified
for ego-centric videos. Normally, there are 20 local max-
ima after proper thresholding over probability map, and 100
proposals are generated in total for future evaluation.
3.2. Multi-Task CNN
At the second stage of our pipeline, the objective is to de-
cide whether current proposal Pi defined by the bounding
box bi is a hand image or not. In order to improve the gen-
eralization performance of the recognition model, we ex-
tend the atomic recognition problem to a multi-task learn-
ing problem (MTL), which jointly learns several related
tasks, e.g., hand shape masks and hand landmark localiza-
tion, as well. Formally, given a training data (P(k), y(k)0 ),
where k ∈ {1, ..., N} and N is the number of training
samples, y(k)0 stands for whether P
(k) is a hand or not,
we augment the output space with more tasks, i.e., hand
shape regression and hand landmark heat-maps regression
for palm and wrist. As a result, a training sample becomes
(P(k), y
(k)
0 , {y(k)j }), where j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The goal of our
MTL is to minimize the energy function as follows,
min
W0,{Wj}
∑N
k=1
(L0(y(k)0 , f(P(k);W0)) +∑N
k=1
∑
j λjLj(y(k)j , f(P(k);Wj))
)
, (3)
where W0 are the parameters for main task hand detection,
W1, W2 and W3 are the parameters for auxiliary tasks,
which will be introduced later, Lk are the loss function for
the prediction function f(P;Wk) for k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} re-
spectively and λj controls the importance of different aux-
iliary tasks during training.
We adopt a CNN to solve the above energy minimization
problem. The structure of the Multi-task CNN is illustrated
in Fig 4. It contains two convolutional layers each followed
by a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layer and a 3 × 3 Max-
pooling layer. The features are next connected to a fully
connected layer. Finally, this feature vector is shared by the
main task and its auxiliary tasks. We introduce three auxil-
iary tasks as follows:
• The first auxiliary task is to predict hand shape, which
is the pixel-level mask inside the bounding box. The
loss function for hand shape mask is a l2-norm loss,
L1 = 1
ns
∑
x,y
(S(x,y) − S˜(x,y))2, (4)
where ns is the total number of shape pixels and
S(x,y) ∈ [0, 1] is the value at (x, y) of ground truth
shape mask and S˜(x,y) ∈ [0, 1] correspond to the pre-
diction of CNN.
• The second and third auxiliary tasks are to localize the
hand landmarks: wrist and palm. Similar to [21], we
also use an intermediate heat-map to represent each
landmark location. It can be interpreted as a 2D trun-
cated finite Gaussian distribution of a location of the
landmark in the hand bounding box, whose pixel inten-
sity represents the probability P (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] of the
landmark occurring at position (x, y). We also mini-
mize l2-norm loss,
Lj = 1
nlj
∑
x,y
(Pj(x, y)− P˜j(x, y))2, (5)
where nlj is the total number of heat-map pixels for
hand landmark j and P˜j(x, y) ∈ [0, 1] correspond to
the prediction of CNN.
Equipped with the above three tasks, we solve the main
classification task in our Multi-task CNN by a linear com-
bination L0+λ1L1+λ2L2+λ3L3 according to Eq. (3) to
Eq. (5).
3.2.1 Implementation Details
Our models are trained by stochastic gradient decent with a
batch size of 128 examples, momentum of 0.9, and weight
decay of 0.0005. The learning rate is initialized as 0.01 and
adapted during training. More specifically, we monitor the
overall loss function. If the loss is not reduced for 5 epochs
in a row, the learning rate is dropped by 50%.
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Figure 4: The structure of Multi-task CNN model.
For hand detection task, the overall number of training
examples is about 30,000 positive patches and 70,000 neg-
ative patches. For recognition tasks, 100,000 samples of 24
classes are used for training. The data are randomly shuf-
fled before sending to the network. Each epoch of training
takes about 10 minutes on an iMac with 3.2GHz CPU and
NVIDIA GeForce GT 755M by MatConvNet [23] imple-
mentation, and the network usually converges in 40 epochs.
3.3. Non-maximal Suppression
After all the boxes are evaluated, each box is assigned
with a score. We also do this in a linear combination of the
three tasks as follows,
s = w0y0 + w1
∑
x,y
G(x,y)S(x,y) +
∑
j
∑
x,y
wjP (x, y) (6)
and w0, w1, w2 and w3 are weights learned from a linear
SVM and G(x,y) is a truncated Gaussian of the same size
as the shape mask to assign high weights to the central re-
gion of the mask and low to its peripheral region. The we
perform a box-based non-maximum suppression [2]. If the
Intersection over Union (IoU) score for two boxes is larger
than 0.5, we choose the one with a higher score. Finally, we
will obtain a list of top-n candidates with descending scores
as the final detection results.
4. Experimental Results
In this section, we explore our system in different as-
pects. First, we introduce our manually labelled GTEA [3]
and EDSH [12] dataset for multi-task learning. Based on
that, we evaluated each part of our pipeline in details, and
then compared the detection results with atomic CNN. In
order to show the generalization power of MCNN, we test
our pipeline on VIVA datasets [13], with our model trained
from GTEA and EDSH datasets. In addition, we show one
possible extension of our system to hand posture recogni-
tion scenario.
4.1. GTEA and EDSH datasets
There are 1074 images in total for original GTEA and
EDSH dataset with pixel-level ground truth mask of hands
and arms. GTEA dataset consists of a subject performing
several activities under the same indoor environment. It in-
volves little camera motions. We down-sampled the image
to 320 × 180. The original hand masks are quite noisy and
sometimes confused with the objects in hand due to unsatis-
factory segmentation. We used the masks obtained by Grab-
Cut [17] instead as the mask of the hand and arms. EDSH
dataset records a subject walking through different indoor
and outdoor scene. Therefore it involves more camera mo-
tions and illumination changes. We also down-sampled the
image to 320×180 and used the hand masks of [12]. Based
on these available data and labelling, we implemented a
labelling tool to draw bounding boxes of the hands in the
image and pick the positions of wrist and palm so that for
each hand we can obtain its shape mask excluding the arm
and its wrist and palm positions. We only used these two
points as hand landmarks because they are not occluded
in these datasets. We used TEA, PEANUT sequences in
GTEA dataset and EDSH1 and 70% of EDSH-Kitchen se-
quences in EDSH dataset for training, and used COFFEE,
EDSH2 and the rest of EDSH-Kitchen for testing.
4.1.1 Box generation
We begin by evaluating our box generator on the validation
set. Intersection over Union (IoU) was calculated for each
bounding box proposal against ground truth boxes. The
evaluation was conducted over three sampling strategies:
1) The first approach (denoted as rnd) is based on pure
randomness. It randomly sampled the (x, y, w, h)
from a uniform distribution.
2) The second approach (denoted as ours-np) does not
consider prior for hand size. It first predicted pixel-
level hand probability map using [29]. Next, (x, y)
were randomly sampled round the local maxima of the
probability map, and (w, h) were sampled from a uni-
form distribution.
3) In the third approach (denoted as ours-p), we also used
the pixel-level hand probability map to sample (x, y)
and (w, h) were sampled according to Eq. (2).
The results are shown in Fig. 5. In practice, a detec-
tion at IoU level of 0.5 is acceptable for further classifi-
cation. At this level, we can see that random sampling
scheme achieved a satisfactory detection rate of 80% with
1000 proposals in the image, while our method with prior
can achieved a good detection rate of 90% with less than
200 proposals and our method without prior can achieved a
similar detection rate with 500 proposals. Our method with
prior archived the best performance which covers all hands
with 1000 proposals. At IoU of 0.7 (See Fig. 5(b)), our
method with prior can achieve a detection rate of 80% with
500 proposals as well.
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Figure 5: A comparison of different strategies. (a) De-
tection rate w.r.t. the number of bounding box proposals
at different Intersection over Union (IoU) level. The per-
formance curves for the three settings with IoU of 0.5 are
marked thicker. (b) Illustration of two bounding boxes with
IoU of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7.
4.1.2 MCNN results
In this section, we show the performance of multi-task CNN
(MCNN) compared with atomic CNN. We augmented sam-
ples by randomly shifting or rotating the bounding boxes of
the hands within their local neighborhood in a small scale
and then cropping several sub-windows as the training data
for the network. The negative samples were randomly sam-
pled from other non-hand regions in the images. The sample
predictions in the test set are shown in Fig. 6. We can see
that the prediction of the hand shape and landmark locations
are good enough in general, but the prediction of the fingers
seems not very precise. This is probably because the fingers
are thin and have varying poses and configurations, which
required more training samples to cover more possibilities.
4.1.3 Detection results
Combining the first and second stage, we tested our system
and compared it with an atomic CNN setting. F-score, i.e.,
harmonic mean of precision and recall, after non-maximal
suppression is shown in Fig 7(a). The CNN and MCNN
achieve the best performance at top-2 level because there
are at most 2 hands in the videos. Multi-task CNN further
Figure 6: Some randomly selected examples. First column
corresponds to the input images. Column 2-3 are the ground
truths and predictions of the hand shape. Column 4-5 are the
ground truths and predictions of wrist point heat-map. Col-
umn 6-7 are the ground truths and predictions of the palm
point heat-map.
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Figure 7: Performance of CNN and MCNN setting on
GTEA-EDSH test set. (a) F-score w.r.t. top-n. (b) Preci-
sion and recall curve.
improved the f-score by 0.05, which suggested that the ax-
illary tasks actually help to improve the detection perfor-
mance. Fig 7(b) shows the precision-recall curve, and it
further confirms the superior performance of our Multi-task
CNN. The time cost for each image in total is around 0.20s
under cpu mode on an iMac with 3.2GHz CPU and 32 GB
memory.
Fig. 8 shows the sample predictions by our system. For
top-2 setting, our method can not only detect hand in a high
IoU level but also provide useful information of hand shape
and locations of wrist and palm points.
4.2. Generalization Power on VIVA Dataset
We tested our model learned from GTEA-EDSH dataset
on a new dataset, VIVA dataset [13], where the subjects sit
Figure 8: Some examples of our model on GTEA-EDSH dataset. From left to right: Original image, ground truth bounding
box (red) and our detection (yellow), hand shape prediction in our detection box and wrist and palm heat-map in our detection
box.
Figure 9: Samples for VIVA datasets. From left to right: Original image, ACF predictions (green), ground truth boxes (red)
and our top-2 (yellow) results using ACF for box generation, hand shape in these boxes, landmark heat-maps in these boxes.
Best viewed digitally at high zoom.
in a car with camera mounted at the back of shoulder. As
only the ground truth for the bounding box are available.
We only test our model in term of detection performance.
We compared our pipeline with the benchmark detection
algorithm ACF [2]. The results at IoU level 0.5 are shown
in Table 1. We can see that the performance of our model
was not so good as the benchmark method. This is because
our prior for hand size in box generator is not well gener-
alized to this scenario. Interestingly, after observing the re-
sults of the benchmark method, we found that their method
usually achieved a good recall with a low precision. This
means that it can be a good box generation engine for our
pipeline in this case, because the method is efficient to use
and can recall the hands bounding boxes at a high IoU level.
On the other hand, the boxes produced by ACF generator
often tightly enclosed the hands, which cannot be directly
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10: Confusion matrices on Finger-Spelling dataset. (a) Kernel descriptor [30]. (b) CNN. (c) MCNN.
ACF [2] MCNN
Top-5
MCNN +
ACF (Top-5)
F-score 55.5 39.9 61.99
Recall 79.72 49.6 80.83
Precision 42.5 33.3 50.26
Table 1: Comparison on VIVA dataset
used as the input of our MCNN as our model also consid-
ers the surrounding area of a hand for recognition. As a
result, we enlarged the ACF output for our MCNN evalu-
ation and shrinked the ones with high rank after the NMS
step. Finally, our combined model achieved the best perfor-
mance as shown in Table 1. We can see that it improved
the f-score by 6 without any fine-tuning of the recognition
model. This indicates the good generalization power of our
Multi-task CNN model to the new dataset. Sample predic-
tions are shown in Fig. 9. In general, the our detector helped
to reduce the false positives of ACF method and provided
reasonable hand shapes and landmark heat-maps.
4.3. Extension to Posture Recognition
Next, we trained an MCNN model for hand pos-
ture recognition to show the extensibility of our recog-
nition model to multi-class prediction. Finger-spelling
dataset [16] was used for evaluation. It consists of 5 sub-
jects performing static postures of 24 letters from American
Sign Language recorded by a Kinect camera. There are both
color and depth images for each sample, and we use depth
information to obtain its hand shape and the hand center as
the landmark. The hand samples of Subject A, B and C
were used for training, while those of Subject D and E were
used for testing.
Notably, we extended the main task to multi-class recog-
nition by changing the detection loss to softmax loss, and
KDes [30] CNN MCNN
Overall accuracy 77.31 80.54 88.30
Table 2: Comparison on Finger-Spelling dataset
maintained the shape regression and hand center regression
task. Data augmentation was also done before training. We
compared CNN and MCNN models with Kernel Descrip-
tor [30] classifier in Table 2. Both CNN and MCNN models
were harvested after 10-epochs’ iteration. MCNN outper-
formed the other two models by a large scale. Moreover, if
we compared the confusion matrices of the three models in
Fig. 10, we found that improvement was achieved in differ-
entiating among r, u and v, and between g, h. The images
of these postures often share similar gradients but differ in
shapes. Our MCNN model with explicit shape regression
helps to overcome the limitation of gradient based posture
classifiers.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a pipeline to detect hands in
ego-centric videos. We use a two-stage framework which
saves time during the testing phase compared with sliding
window based approach and benefit greatly from the Multi-
task CNN to not only detect the hands but also give more
information within that bounding box. This will be useful
both for our observation and further analysis. One limita-
tion of our method is that it requires a lot of training data to
train the Multi-task CNN to improve its performance. We
refer this as our future work to fine-tune the model with
semi-supervised learning to make more use of our available
data with different levels of labelling.
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